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The Curling Chip

November-December 2018

FLICKERTAIL WOODCARVERS
PO BOX 7473
BISMARCK ND 585007-7473

Due to sickness and other unforseen problems
the October newsletter will come out at a later
date. It will be paired with the September
Newsletter.
In this November-December
publication you will find the application for
Fargo Woodcarving Show Registration form at
the back of the document. The brochure contains
lots of interesting classes to take. Featured here
are November’s and December’s meeting notes,
Perry’s reversible Christmas Thanksgiving
ornament, and Troy’s chip carving project. A
Moravian Star was the Tom and Diane’s
December project and Doug’s December 18th
project was preparing snakes for the annual snow
snake race. The fall class of students, along with
some of the Sons of Norway came to learn in these two months as well. Thanks to
all the Flickertail members who helped out and took photoswith this newsletter.
For questions or future articles send your info to Tom/Diane Turck at
tdturck@bis.midco.net.
Good Carving! Newsletter Team: Tom Turck_and Diane Lehman Turck__

Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/flickertailwoodcarversnd/
Pintress - https://www.pinterest.com/flickertailwoodcarvers/
Flickertail Woodcarver projects are supported in part by grants from the
North Dakota Council on the Arts, which receives funding from the state
legislature and the National Endowment for the Arts. They are also
supported by grants from Dakota West Arts Council and Montana
Dakota Resources Group.
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Monthly Meeting Minutes for Flickertail Woodcarvers
November 3rd, 2018, Trinity Lutheran Church
The meeting was called to order with approximately 20-5 members present.
Perry Cook’s project was a double sided pilgrim couple and Mr. and Mrs. Claus.
Perry’s grandson Oliver was our guest.
Edgewood Vista - Bismarck: Carvers are meeting with residents at Edgewood
Vista - Bismarck in the Activity Center from 2-4 PM on the 1st and 3rd Thursday
of each month. Coming dates: February 7th and 21st, and March 7th and 21st.
Two students were present: Katherine and Dave. A couple of Sons of Norway will
come to classes to learn something about flat plane, relief and chip carving to
enhance their social and cultural skills in the next weeks. (Contact is Jay Haavik).
Secretary’s Report: Diane summarized the October Meeting Notes. Eric G and Eric
T motioned that minutes be approved and seconded the motion. Passed.
Treasurer’s Report: Warren wasn’t present, but we have $7,802.50 in the account
with approximately $1,500 in bills outstanding. Diane moved the report be
accepted and Bob P seconded. Passed. In addition: Flickertails has submitted a
grant request for $3000 to Dakota West Arts Council.
Membership: We have 8 students who will be attending beginner’s classes along
with some of the Sons of Norway.
Library: There is a new book in the library (check it out) and information on
kolrosing.
Property: No change
Publicity: No change.
Buckstop Junction: It was suggested that labels need to be in a font large enough to
see and high enough in the glass case for more eye-level viewing. In addition,
while the glass is probably original, that means it is older and wavy which presents
added difficulty for older eyes to see.
History: Coming along. Arly Oleson is writing a booklet about Telle.
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Website: Looks good.
Facebook: Also looks good.
Cancer Hearts: Approximately 50 people complete cancer treatments every month
and we don’t carve 50 hearts in a month. We need to try to remember to carve one
or two when we’re not sure what project to create next.
Annual October Show: Went well. Doug E did a lot of work beforehand with Bob
P helping out greatly where gaps remained.
Eric G said we sold about 1400 tickets. Next year, with him having Presidential
duties, we’ll need another raffle lead.
Elections: Eric G will take over duties as President in February. Luci, Cliff and Ed
will comprise the election committee. Positions up are Treasurer (Warren),
Program Chair (Doug E) and Property (Vince)
Bob P: BAGA is having its exhibit on chip carving from March 26-April 19 if
anyone has something to enter.
Show and Tell: Eric G displayed the Flickertail Woodcarvers Plaque Rick
Brereton carved in honor of our 50th Anniversary.
Eric G made a little stylized fisherman in a yellow slicker seen in the last
Woodcarving Illustrated.
Cliff also used Woodcarving Illustrated to carve a pumpkin with a witch’s hat. It
is done in two pieces so a light can be inserted.
Eric T is almost done roughing out the person in his cottonwood bark carving.
Clara brought a small greenish soapstone bear created in a southwest style.
Becky B is working on the dinosaur head for her flying plesiosaur soon to be in the
Heritage Center Exhibition.
Grants: Flickertails have applied for a $3,000 Grant from the DWAC.

*****************************************
November 3rd, 2018 Whittle-In
There is usually a reversible Halloween/Christmas carving in the fall issue of
Woodcarving Illustrated, and often someone presents it as a project. They are
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always good undertakings. This year, Perry Cook did just that. For the fun of it,
he also carved a cute little Santa head. Perry came laden down with blanks etc.
and Oliver, his blue-eyed, golden-haired grandson. Oliver was obviously the boss,
and he looked over the room and its inhabitants to see if we met his specifications.
Very curious, he considered everything.

Oliver was interested in everything
About 20-25 members attended the meeting along with two students, Dave and
Katherine. The fall centerpieces were still on the tables in the dining room, which
is appropriate for upcoming Thanksgiving and so is the pilgrim half of the
reversible characters in the project. The duel couple is free standing, perfect for a
lamp table or knick-knack shelf space. After Thanksgiving, the pilgrims can be
turned to reveal Mr. and Mrs. Claus. The reversible low-relief carving of a pilgrim
wife on one side and Mrs. Claus on the other is a simple juxtaposition. The
pilgrim woman is carrying a pumpkin pie probably to be served at dinner. Mrs.
Claus, in much the same stance as the other woman, is pouring red striped candy
into cane molds. Both items are essentials for their holidays.
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Dave and Katherine working with Eric G

The pilgrim couple with the Santa carving all seeming pleased
In some years one of the characters is a bit more complicated, such as having
Santa’s bag on the ground next to him and a corresponding bundle, such as a bale
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of hay or a box, next to the figure on the reverse. This year, the male figures have
a wider base, but the carving is not much more complex. The pilgrim is holding
pumpkin to take to his wife, and there are pumpkins around him on the ground.
Santa is holding candy canes to give out or perhaps to pack away in his sleigh for
Christmas and there are some standing on the ground next to him.

Santa and Mrs. Claus with candy canes and tiny Santa in side profile
People bought templates and read the directions Perry had. Perry visited and gave
instruction to various members while keeping an eye on Oliver. About the time the
meeting started he gathered Oliver and the project’s accoutrements to head home
for bedtime.
Some half dozen Show and Tell items were presented. Eric G brought one of the
plaques displayed at the dinner during the October Show. Rick Brereton carved a
framed perfect pair of ‘flickertails’ on either side of an oval date inscription 19692019 below a large 50 for the number of years. Above the tableau, the raised word
Flickertail parallels the raised word Woodcarvers below. It is quite impressive.
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Working on drawing the pictures on the holiday figure blanks

The carving strokes inside the circle; everything a labor of love
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Along with this month’s project, a couple of the Show and Tell figures were from
the recent issues of the Woodcarving magazine. Cliff fashioned a Halloween
pumpkin in a witch’s hat sitting on a segment of wall. The carving has two pieces
allowing a light to be inserted before the wall is glued together. The light can then
shine out of the eyes and mouth like a normal Jack-o-Lantern. Cliff also paid
attention to the painting instructions, and his creation looks quite like the picture.

Eric G’s carving is smaller 1” x 1” carving often, as in this instance, patterned for a
beginning carver. A 5” tall Christmas ornament, it depicts a New England
fisherman in a yellow rain slicker. Using a number of stop cuts and a knife, the
fisherman soon peers from under the brim of his rain hat. A V-tool completes his
beard and mustache. Then coloring the slicker yellow with black buttons, painting
the man’s face and beard, and adding an eye screw with an ornament hook or
ribbon at the top finishes the project.
Eric T’s and Becky B’s items are actually projects that we get to see progress each
Whittle-In. Eric is using cottonwood bark to reveal a young man from perhaps a
century or two ago making a heraldic image in wood. The man has his longish hair
tied back and a coat and trousers that seem old fashioned.
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Eric G’s Christmas fisherman

Eric T’s carver starting to emerge
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Becky has spent a lot of time and thought on her plesiosaur. She has created
movement with traditional and creative methods. Right now she is working on the
head and neck. Her daughter Nuala, who is about 5, sometimes pretend feeds the
creature. She recently let it eat a berry, so where its tongue would be is now red.
That seems appropriate. Still a lot to do before it is exhibited at the Heritage
Center, but coming along.

The flexible neck is more evident than the reddish tongue
Clara brought the final Show and Tell piece. A dark greenish soapstone carving,
about hand held size, of a bear done in Southwest Native American style. Clara
would like to teach a session on soapstone carving in the future. A metamorphic
rock, its composition is largely talc which makes it a good carving medium. Color
can vary from white to greenish or grayish to dark green. Found almost
worldwide, it has been used in Europe, Africa, India, China and North America
among other areas, and throughout time for art such as ancient Egyptian scarabs,
on to pots and some modern countertops.
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Southwestern stylized bear

*****************************************
November 22nd, Whittle-In
Several groups arrived to participate in Troy Frieze’s chip carving project. It’s
always nice, I think, to have chip carving sessions. Beginner’s classes are still
ongoing, so they were present along with some of the Sons of Norway members
who want to learn about chip carving as part of discovering their culture. Becky
W, who is excellent as a teacher, along with Mike and Eric G were available to
show the students and the Sons of Norway how to slant their knives and extract
chips in the correct manner. After explaining the main project, Troy also helped
them and the rest of us.
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The beginner’s long table expanded to a round table with Becky W, Eric G
and Mike (standing on the right side) helping to explain the techniques
Over by the wall closest to the kitchen, Doug E had set up a couple of tables in an
“L” shape for cub scouts to gain familiarity with aspects of the carving knives.
Dale spent time with both groups. There was quite a crowd. It was good to see
Doug back.
Troy’s project was lovely in its simplicity. He had three coasters: first showing the
initial pattern, then the second pattern, and lastly the finished pattern. Besides the
blanks for the project, he had practice pieces to work first. In chip carving it is
helpful to warm up at the beginning if you hadn’t done it in awhile just to make
sure you are holding the knife correctly before you create.
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Paying attention to Becky W’s instructions

Doug working with scouts on the other side of the room
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The bottom pattern on the
picture shows the middle of
the completed design. The
coaster above and to the left
contains the initial pattern.
The other four wooden
coasters delineate the final
pattern which is also stamped
on the blanks for carving.

Along with the project, several members brought items to share. Becky B cut out a
stegosaurus cookie cutter on a piece of basswood. She sketched chip carving
drawings in the kite-shaped plates running down its back. I’m not sure she’d
gotten further with the idea yet, but it might be interesting to see where it will go. I
don’t know how you could chip carve a pattern into a tyrannosaurus, but an
ankylosaurus has rows of short spikes and club tail that could take hours.

Tyrannosaurus and ankylosaurus battle
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A much more user friendly stegosaurus to chip carve
She also had the two cutest saber tooth kitten Christmas ornaments. One was a
dark tabby and the other a light kind of buff colored fellow. They look like they
want to be petted, except for the teeth. Ron H asked Becky to make them for his
grandchildren, I think. Cartoon adorable.
About three weeks ago, Eric T had a cottonwood bark carving that he was in the
midst of bringing to life. The subject is a craftsman carving a heraldic memorial
for a wealthy family, probably. It would look appropriate as a crypt or ancestor
marker. The carver has his hair drawn back, there is a cravat or neckband around
his throat, and he is wearing workman’s clothes and shoes. The features and
details are much clearer than before, and the costume and hair appear to date to the
1600-1700 era.
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Twin mischief makers

Carving a royal figure
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Chip carving can create some interesting pieces. Some of the most cherished
carvings, too, are made by chip carvers. Three crosses were displayed to show the
beauty that removing chips can achieve with variations of a plain design and
different woods.

Chip carved crosses
The last two photos are of a scallop sea shell such as seen in Botticelli’s Birth of
Venus. Unfortunately, Eric G’s shell is not what Botticelli had in mind. Fashioned
with a flexible cable grinder, it has a good initial shape, and the grain follows some
of the curvature, but the polish is not yet there. Eric is certainly having fun with it,
though, and that’s enjoyable. He’s got a pencil behind one ear and a magic marker
behind the other. I’m not sure he can carve a Venus to stand in it. He might do
better to carve the Walrus and the Carpenter from Alice in Wonderland.
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Eric G’s as yet undone shell

*****************************************
Monthly Meeting Minutes for Flickertail Woodcarvers
December 1st, 2018, Trinity Lutheran Church
Dale called the meeting to order with approximately 24 members present.
Tom and Diane’s project was a Moravian star.
Edgewood Vista - Bismarck: Carvers are meeting with residents at Edgewood
Vista - Bismarck in the Activity Center from 2-4 PM on the 1st and 3rd Thursday
of each month. Coming dates: February 7th and 21st, and March 7th and 21st.
Secretary’s Report: Diane summarized the November Meeting Notes. Eric G and
Eric T motioned that minutes be approved and seconded the motion. Passed.
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Treasurer’s Report: Warren reports we have $7,732.00 in the account with money
coming in from dues and going out for the banquet hall in October and church rent.
Eric G moved the report be accepted and Diane seconded. Passed. (Addendum
from January meeting follows). Discussion among those present regarding the
disposition of money being given to the club in remembrance of Bonnie and Deb
resulted in a decision. See Buckstop Junction.
Membership: Nothing new. Single membership is $15. Family is $25.
Library: Nothing new.
Property: No change
Publicity: No change.
Buckstop Junction: It was decided that money given in remembrance of Bonnie
and Deb, and indeed money given to the club as remembrance in the future, would
be used for the development and improvement of the exhibits at Buckstop
Junction. A memorial plaque will attest to these donations.
History: Coming along.
Website: Looks good.
Facebook: Also looks good.
Cancer Hearts: Try to remember to carve one or two when we’re not sure what
project to create next.
Elections: Eric G will take over duties as President in February. Luci, Cliff and Ed
will comprise the election committee. Positions up are Treasurer (Warren),
Program Chair (Doug E) and Property (Vince)
Bob P: BAGA is having its exhibit on chip carving from March 26-April 19 if
anyone has something to enter.
Show and Tell: Eric T wooden horses.
Jeff, a new member, has finished a bark house.
Becky W is working on her flying plesiosaur – now blue - soon to be in the
Heritage Center Exhibition.
**Grants: Applied for a $3,000 Grant from the DWAC.
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****************************************
December 1st, Whittle-In
Diane Lehman Turck and Tom Turck’s project was a Moravian Star ornament.
Moravia was one of those European countries whose populations, or territories or
both changed over the centuries. Moravia and Bohemia now are encompassed in
the Czech Republic, with Moravia being in the eastern half and Bohemia in the
west. In Bohemia, and by extension Moravia, followers of John Hus started one of
the earliest Protestant denominations in the early 1400s. Eventually, in the 1730s,
a group of these congregants from Moravia moved to the Saxony region of
Germany and founded a community. The first Moravian Stars were created in a
Moravian boy’s school in Germany as part of a geometry lesson in the 1830s.
They appear to have been popular after a bookseller, who was a former student at
the school, began having them and their instructions at his bookstore. His son later
began a commercial business in Herrnhut, Germany. Within 50 years of its
inception, some Moravian Stars had 110 points. The only break in the manufacture
was during WWII and some of the Cold War. Although Moravian stars are
associated with Advent, Christmas and Epiphany as the Star of Bethlehem, they
are permanent decoration in other religious and secular locations around the world.
The original Herrnhut star has 25 points with 18 square and seven triangular
points. The place for the 26th point is for hanging the star. Most of the information
came from Wikipedia articles. A bit came from other internet pieces.
We found the patterns for an eight and a 12 point star in a 2012 copy of
Woodcarving Illustrated. I rather liked geometry as a high school sophomore.
Now I find just keeping eight points all separated a bit like herding kittens. Still, it
isn’t a hard project, and it is a nice looking ornament. You can even make small
ones for earrings.
We had templates with all the diagonal and straight lines for an eight-sided star
drawn in pencil. We had one complete star carved as well as one with the first
round of wedges cut, and another with the second round of wedges cut so you
could visualize going around the square three times and removing sets of wedges
each circuit. Magically, you end up with eight points. Then judicious use of sand
paper glued to a flat piece of wood, a spray or oil finish, or a coat of paint and a
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screw eye for the top and voila. Besides the visual aids, we also had copies of the
article for people to take or photograph for help.

A complete star from a carver at the meeting
Even with the monthly meeting taking part of the time, a number of members were
able to complete, or nearly complete, the carving part of the project.

A trio of stars by Don, Lyle and Ron T
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Vince and Matt also finished their stars. In fact, I ran into Matt about a week later,
and he showed me a cute photo of his 10 week old kitten who had climbed the
family Christmas tree and was on a branch next to the Moravian Star.

Table groups closest to the door seem to get more light

With a little concentration, they can get the project finished
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Completing a project, or at least getting to a logical stopping place on a project is
helpful since it gives the project a greater chance of having a life after the session.
These stars, like Matt’s, can go almost directly to the tree with a sense of
accomplishment. Then, too, those who want more of a challenge are going to work
on the 12 sided star.
Several people brought items to see. Becky has been doing interesting things to
her very agile plesiosaur. Most noticeably he is now blue instead of wood hue.
His neck moves, his fins flap, his tale undulates, and his jaws open and shut. The
red mouth that Nuala gave him feeding him berries will be returned, adding
another point of appeal.

Pictures of the plesiosaur

The grey glove on Becky’s hand looks like it’s protection against being bitten.
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Remember Eric T’s Colonial Era man carving a heraldic family sculpture? Today
we get a preview of a totally different vision and a different medium. Two
rectangular pieces of wood glued together are going to be transformed into a
stallion fight. The picture of the battle on the table shows what Eric is aiming to
reveal as he releases a clash of hooves from the wood. Should be an amazing
transformation.

Horses drawn on the side

Eric T figuring where the horses are hiding
One of the beginning class sessions shows students how to carve cottonwood bark
houses. One of the students, Jeff, came to the meeting tonight with his completed
manor. He sprayed it with a finish but accidently sprayed a little heavily. But,
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happy mistake, it looks like windblown snow gently accumulating in the cracks
and crevasses of shingles, window sills and walkway sags.

A cliff side house with a half round window lighting the upstairs

A cozy house to sit by a burning fireplace with good company
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*****************************************
December 18th, Whittle-In
Doug Emerson came prepared with enough 3 foot sticks with the squared edges
rounded off for both elementary school class room students to each get his or her
own snake. He has led the whittling of these creatures for as long as I have been a
member. Except for new club members, everyone knows about our yearly snake
racing project. A simple undertaking, everyone takes a snake or two and modifies
the head so it is looking up, and tail so it is tapered or with rattles. Then a design
of the carver’s choosing is scrolled down the back of snake/stick. There are
usually two sessions, one in December and a second in January to finish the last of
the carvings since we now cover two schools.
For over 20 years Flickertails had fashioned snakes for Kurt Weinberg’s 4 th grade
Phy Ed class at Highland Acres, and now to another 4th grade class at Roosevelt
Elementary as well. The idea came from a Native American activity where
modified branches were thrown down an ice covered hill by teams in a series of
heats to see who could win. Now, students learn about Native American cultures,
have an art lesson, and get to race their snakes down a hill to see who can get the
farthest for a Phy Ed lesson. Lately, the teacher gives the winners Sacagawea
coins and explains who she was.
Some years, not long ago in fact, there was barely enough snow for the poor snakes
to get any traction. That shouldn’t present any difficulty this year. The head
should look up so the fellow hits the snow at an angle rather than square on to help
with speed. The rattles are just ‘cause what’s better than a rattle snake? The kids
like learning about the games and sports of Native Americans, using paints to
compliment drawing etched in the back and really enjoy throwing the snakes down
the slope to see whose can go the best.
Everyone at the meeting either works on their own project, or looks through the
available snakes for the right one. Most people actually just grab one, but some of
us like to check out the grain marks and knot variations in the wood. Then we take
the snake-to-be back to the table and carve chatting with others. This Tuesday,
being about a week from Christmas, there were only a dozen carvers. It was a very
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relaxed atmosphere. Chad, who was a recent student, had never made a snake, and
Doug E shepherded him through the process.

Doug E explaining what to do to Chad
A few people brought items to show or to carve. Not long ago, Eileen had gotten
the last old Flickertail vest. What she wanted, though, was a more useful apron.
Vests just don’t keep wood chips off your clothes. She took it apart and re-sewed
it into a very nice looking Flickertail vest. With Eric T’s help tying the back, she
and Eric G had fun trying it on.
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Just the right length for Eileen

A little short for Eric G

A polar bear looking for some ice to cross
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Eileen, who will shortly be going to the warmer south for winter, also brought a
polar bear with a friendly face and longish fur. In the wild, they are having an
increasingly difficult time finding food and migrating across ice packs that are
thawing earlier and earlier each year. In one town in Siberia, there has been an
invasion of about 50 bears rooting through garbage and, in some instances,
breaking into homes. Authorities are taking a wait and see attitude for now since
the bears are endangered.
As for Eric T, he was envisioning two horses in a serious fight during our last
meeting. With a picture for guidance, he was drawing and measuring how these
horses would emerge. This time, he has taken long gouges across the wood to
define where the horses will stand. That process itself is quite artistic.

The rhythmic, horizontal, shallow slices define part of a horse’s back
Luci and Becky W brought items to share that were for interest, not strictly
carving. Luci had some handmade knives that were delightful to look at. A
Clifford Kauffmann forges them in Manitoba. He started in 1995, and truly enjoys
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his work. The blades are well made, and he takes care with each one. The lower
of the knives Luci showed is called a wrench knife.

Beautifully styled and useful knives

A new facet of art for Becky W to explore
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Becky recently acquired a new ability on her sewing machine. She brought in an
example of what it is able to do. Now she needs to learn how to embroider
“Flickertails” on shirts, and she will have a secondary business with a steady
income.
The final item brought to show was a carving of Vince’s. An ocean or shore bird
of simple, lovely lines on a pedestal of graceful design, gliding sideways along a
cliff or bluff near the water’s edge.

A ballet in flight

*****************************************

